Extraleural pneumonectomy: still indicated?
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Abstract: The optimal treatment of malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) has not yet been established and is still under investigation. Surgery is one of the pillars in the multimodality approach with the purpose of removing as much as visible tumor as possible and to relieve symptoms. To date, two major surgical procedures are available for removal or debulking of MPM that is considered to be resectable: [extended (e)] pleurectomy/decortication (P/D) and extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP). Historically, EPP was regarded as the only way to achieve a macroscopic complete resection. However, in the last years, there is a shift in literature towards (e)P/D as the preferred surgical procedure whenever possible as several retrospective studies and meta-analyses showed a similar or lower long-term survival and higher perioperative mortality and postoperative morbidity in patients who been treated with EPP. On the other hand, no randomized-controlled trials regarding surgical treatment with (e)P/D or EPP exist and therefore level A evidence favoring one surgical procedure is lacking. In this review we provide a nuanced and well-considered answer to the question whether EPP is still indicated in the surgical treatment of MPM.
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Introduction

The optimal treatment of malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) has not yet been established and is still under investigation (1). Due to the ineffectiveness of single-modality therapy, treatments with curative intent tend to make use of a multimodality approach, combining (neo) adjuvant chemotherapy, surgery and radiotherapy (2,3). Surgery remains an important therapeutic option for MPM with the purpose to macroscopically remove visible tumor, to eliminate pleural effusion, to relieve symptoms such as dyspnea, to ease the pain, and to increase the efficacy of adjuvant therapy (4,5). However, surgery in MPM is rather cytoreductive than radical due to the intricate location and relation to surrounding normal tissue (6,7). Therefore, it is virtually impossible to obtain free resection margins and the aim of surgery is mainly to obtain a macroscopic resection by removing as much visible tumor as possible (6). Adjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy should complete the process by eliminating microscopic residual tumor at the surgical margins to prevent local recurrence or widespread hematogenous or lymphatic dissemination (2).

To date, two major surgical procedures are available for removal or debulking of MPM that is considered to be resectable: [extended (e)] pleurectomy/decortication (P/D) and extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP), but this is subject to discussion, in particular regarding the most appropriate intervention (5,8-12).

P/D is defined as parietal and visceral pleurectomy with removal of all gross tumor. When the diaphragm and/or
pericardium is resected as well, the procedure is defined as an extended P/D. Lung parenchyma is not resected (1,6,11).

EPP is defined as en bloc resection of the parietal and visceral pleura including the ipsilateral lung, pericardium and diaphragm, which are reconstructed with a soft tissue patch (Figure 1). In cases where the pericardium and/or diaphragm are not involved by tumor, these structures may be left intact (1,6,11).

**EPP vs. (e)P/D**

The technique of tumor resection in MPM is one of the most debated topics in thoracic surgery, mainly due to the lack of evidence concerning this topic (9,11,13).

For many years, EPP was considered as the only surgical procedure which achieves a macroscopic complete resection and was applied in resectable patients independent of stage and histology (9,11). This was supported by the fact that EPP was able to extend the disease-free interval of TNM-stage I in the retrospective IASLC database (14).

As one would expect EPP should provide superior survival compared to P/D as it is the most extensive debulking surgery for MPM. Visceral pleurectomy at P/D is more likely to leave residual tumor cells compared to EPP because the connection between the visceral pleura and lung parenchyma is usually tighter than between the parietal pleura and chest wall (7). However, neither EPP nor (e)P/D will yield a complete R0 resection (13). Estimates are that even with EPP, positive margins on microscopy can be found in 70–100% of cases (15,16). To improve local control administering high-dose radiotherapy is most easily performed after EPP compared to (e)P/D, as there is an empty cavity without remaining lung parenchyma, and this is recommended by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines on MPM (17).

Despite these characteristics and advantages of EPP, in recent years there is a shift in literature towards (e)P/D as the preferred surgical procedure whenever possible.

In 2010 Cao et al. published a meta-analysis which demonstrated a significantly lower perioperative mortality and morbidity with a similar, if not superior, long-term survival for patients who underwent (e)P/D compared to EPP in a multimodality setting (18). Luckraz et al. reported that EPP without adjuvant therapy was an independent risk-factor for decreased survival (HR = 9.2) in multivariate analysis with the inclusion of histological type, surgical procedure and type of adjuvant therapy (19). A paradigm shift in the surgical management of MPM was initiated.

Next, the Mesothelioma and Radical Surgery 1 (MARS 1) study was the first trial to randomize between EPP and no EPP after induction chemotherapy, as concerns arose on the role of extensive surgery for mesothelioma (20,21). This study could not demonstrate a significant advantage in survival after EPP versus no EPP and the authors even advised against the use of EPP because of its high morbidity and mortality rates (8). The results of this MARS 1 pilot trial gave rise to an intense debate in literature as mortality of EPP in the MARS was considerably higher compared to other centers and only a small number of patients underwent EPP (8,17). However, the idea that EPP being the most radical surgical procedure for MPM does not automatically result in superior survival—in contrast to other solid tumors—gained popularity.

Concerning postoperative quality of life (QoL) Rena et al. described EPP as a harmful procedure after their single-institution analysis of 77 patients. They concluded that patients submitted to EPP had a higher post-operative complication rate, a worse long-term QoL, a shorter

![Figure 1](image_url) Resection specimen after EPP. (A) Hilar view with clamp on main bronchus; (B) costal view.
residual life time after recurrent disease, despite a similar long-term survival when compared to P/D (22). Because MPM is an aggressive disease with a poor prognosis and limited life expectancy, assessment of the QoL after treatment should be included as an outcome measure as the remaining time should be as good as possible (5,9).

On the other hand, the technique of EPP has been refined over time and became a procedure with acceptable morbidity and mortality, especially in centers of experience where mortality rate became lower than 5% in the last decade (9,11,18). Centers with less than 5 EPP procedures per year have a mortality rate of 12.5% and as for morbidity, for instance, a significant higher incidence of postoperative acute respiratory distress syndrome (9,11). To optimize results EPP and (e)P/D should only be performed in high-volume thoracic surgical centers (17).

In 2014, the largest meta-analysis of survival after P/D vs. EPP to date by Taioli et al. demonstrated that perioperative 30-day mortality is significantly higher after EPP than after P/D (4.5% vs. 1.7%; P<0.05), and that EPP is associated with more postoperative complications than P/D. There was no statistically significant difference in survival between P/D and EPP at 2 years but only a modest difference in favor of P/D. However, given the increased risk associated with EPP, due to complexity and increased physiologic strain, EPP does not significantly improve survival to warrant the risk. Therefore, the authors suggested that P/D should be the preferred procedure when possible (23).

More recently, two further retrospective analyses have compared EPP and P/D with regards to morbidity, complications and overall survival. Kostron et al. investigated 167 patients who received multimodal treatment with induction chemotherapy combined with either EPP or P/D. Their main finding was that freedom of recurrence and postoperative morbidity were similar in both groups. However, the complication profile and the severity favored P/D (24). Similarly, Infante et al. performed a retrospective analysis of 163 patients who underwent EPP, P/D or palliative pleurectomy. They found that postoperative complications and mortality were similar in the EPP and P/D groups but that patients who underwent EPP had a sixfold higher risk of pleural sepsis when compared to P/D (25).

So why can EPP not live up to its expectations to significantly improve survival compared to (e)P/D? Several explanations for this contradiction have been provided:

- First, EPP is associated with higher perioperative mortality and morbidity due to disadvantages such as severe deterioration of postoperative cardiopulmonary function and QoL, and poorer tolerance to chemotherapy in case of recurrence (7,8,11,18-20,23,26). Moreover, due to the long lag time of 30–50 years after exposure to asbestos MPM generally affects patients in their late 50s to mid 60s and even older, causing them to be generally less fit for extensive surgery such as EPP (6,27);
- Second, patients who undergo (e)P/D have more opportunities for additional therapy (including EPP) after recurrence compared with patients who undergo EPP as first line treatment. Moreover, survival after recurrence was found to be longer in patients who underwent (e)P/D than in those who underwent EPP (21,28). However, the MARS 1 feasibility trial did not include enough patients in order to draw such conclusion (29);
- Third, because of better cardiopulmonary reserve, patients who undergo (e)P/D better tolerate postoperative non-oncological disorders such as pneumonia and cardiac failure compared to those who undergo EPP (7);
- Fourth, as the technique of EPP has refined over time (supra), the technique of (e)P/D has also improved with diaphragmatic and pericardial resection and acceptable macroscopic complete resection in the current era (11). Nowadays, in an increasing number of centers (e)P/D is even accepted as curative-intent surgery for MPM and most have abandoned EPP (7,30);
- Fifth, the recommendation of EPP for stage I MPM has not gained support in the current practice where centers perform (e)P/D in patients with limited tumor load, and reserve EPP for patients with advanced disease, especially fissure involvement (7,9,14).

So is EPP still indicated for MPM?

Current literature favors (e)P/D to EPP for several reasons:

As P/D is a procedure with a lower morbidity and mortality, it seems to be the most logical and preferred choice in the treatment of MPM (11,23). Others suggest that EPP should one day become of historical interest only due to repeated analyses of historical datasets that fail to show a benefit to EPP over (e)P/D (20). The current practice at the Hyogo College of Medicine in Japan is to perform the least invasive surgical procedure to achieve
macroscopic tumor resection, being P/D. So P/D is indicated in most of cases, except those with extensive tumor invasion into the pulmonary parenchyma. Resection of the diaphragm, pericardium, and lung parenchyma is performed if required. Conversion to EPP is decided on the basis of intraoperative findings (7).

This concept is supported by Opitz and Weder who state that patients who are scheduled for P/D should be prepared to undergo EPP in case of extensive lung infiltration discovered during surgery as one surgical procedure does not fit for all patients with MPM. Lung preservation should be achieved whenever possible, but EPP may be a valuable solution in selected cases (9). This was already the conclusion of a systemic review of EPP for MPM carried out in 2010 (18). Filosso et al. have a similar view regarding this matter: they believe that due to inaccuracies of thoracic computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans in defining the extent of MPM, surgeons must be ready to perform both (e)P/D and EPP according to the tumor’s extent and the patient’s functional status (31).

The Clinical Practice Guidelines of European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) on MPM do not advocate a specific procedure to perform a macroscopic complete resection (6). The NCCN guidelines on MPM suggest P/D may be safer than EPP in early stage disease with favorable histology but does not conclude on which procedure is oncologically superior because of the lack of properly designed, well-performed randomized controlled trails. In more advanced disease, P/D reduces the risk for perioperative mortality and may be acceptable in terms of achieving complete macroscopic resection. However, the decision about whether to do P/D or EPP may not be made until surgical exploration (13).

**Conclusions**

There is still a lot of debate on which treatment modalities are optimal for the treatment of MPM. Surgery is one of the pillars in the multimodality approach with the purpose of removing as much as visible tumor as possible and to relieve symptoms. The two main surgical techniques that are used for this purpose are EPP and (e)P/D. Historically, EPP was regarded as the only way to achieve a macroscopic complete resection (9,11). In the last years, however, researchers have compared patients that have been treated with EPP or (e)P/D. They found that despite the more radical approach of EPP, long-term survival is similar or lower to that of (e)P/D (18,23). Moreover, a number of retrospective studies have demonstrated higher perioperative mortality and postoperative morbidity and a lower postoperative QoL in patients who have been treated with EPP (24,25). However, no randomized-controlled trials regarding surgical treatment with (e)P/D or EPP exist and therefore level A evidence favoring one surgical procedure is lacking. Currently, most authors propose a personalized view on the matter of deciding to treat with EPP or (e)P/D, namely by postponing the decision from pre-operatively to peroperative. They recommend starting with P/D as it is less invasive and to decide intraoperatively whether or not to switch to EPP if required to obtain a macroscopic complete resection. In this case, patients have to be informed that a more radical and invasive surgery is possible based on the peroperative findings (9,31).
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